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elcome to DoaDen, the Dark fantasy setting of 
tainteD lanDs anD twisteD   

monsters, where an ever-creeping affliction 
corroDes the very essence of existence. 

it is a worlD of Decay anD Depravity where once-righteous 
men anD heroes of glorious purpose now struggle to 
survive as cults anD Dark goDs vie with one another to 

consume the last vestiges of humanity. 

it is a worlD of Death, trappeD in the faDing Dusk of a 
fallen empire.

the heroes that wanDer these lanDs are no granD 
aDventurers to be honoreD in songs of minstrels. 

for the heavy DeeDs anD Decisions these wanDerers 
unDertake invariably leave them DishearteneD, broken, 
nothing more than soulless husks anD shaDows of their 

once-glorious selves.

yet as Dark as DoaDen may be, humanity clings to life 
with a stubborn tenacity, 

a last flickering flame within the Dark. 
a last hurrah, a final war cry that shall echo in the 

black abyss of eternity, 
a momentary victory before the enDless night.
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or centuries, before the Empire, the scattered 
kingdoms of the Western Reaches fought one another 
in ceaseless wars, sending their legions to fight and 
die upon the plains to satisfy the whims of their lords. 

Tales say that the crimson lifeblood of these soldiers 
soaked into the earth, saturating the soil until it could hold 
no more, overflowing and drowning the plains in a blighted 
marshland.

Today, the place is cursed. 

Though the truth of such legends is uncertain, those who 
travel here whisper of rotten soldiers rising from the muck 
and eerie lights that glimmer above placid black waters in 
the deeper mire. 

Trapped in an everlasting cycle of agony and torment, the 
damned souls here shamble aimlessly about in peaty bogs 
and mucky quagmires. 

Driven by a need to satiate their soulless husks of bodies, 
they are drawn to feed on all forms of life. 

Though decrepit and eyeless, they are able to identify prey, 
through some strange paranormal sense.
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The Restless are a common sight in 
the Deadmire. 

Unlucky civilians that were 
slaughtered at the whims of one lord 
or another, their bodies were casually 
discarded on the ground or left to 
hang on trees by the hundred. Now, 
these soulless husks know no rest. 

They are driven by insatiable hunger 
to feed on the flesh of the living, in 
a futile attempt to feed their hollow 
souls.

THE RESTLESS
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Deadwalker Archers prowl the 
Deadmire, clutching bows and 
arrows. 

Though nothing more than 
shambling wretches, their 
withering limbs are still strong 
enough to hit their targets.

DEADWALKER 
ARCHER
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Deadwalker Soldiers are those who 
fought and died in the Deadmire. 

As legend holds, legion after legion 
spilled their dark blood here, soaking into 
the earth and saturating the soils until the 
earth could hold no more, overflowing 

into a sickened marshland. 
Even in the afterlife, their 
shambling corpses cling 

to their weapons, 
mindlessly seeking 

to     hunt and 
kill.

DEADWALKER 
SOLDIER
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Batterers are monstrous brutes, covered 
in heavy plate armor and wielding massive 
bludgeons to smash through the front lines 
or flanks of an enemy. 

Although slow and mindless, these 
creatures have the strength to shatter their 
victims with a single blow of their spiked 
mauls.

DEADWALKER 
BATTERER
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DREAD 
HORSEMEN

The Dread Horsemen were a much-
feared regiment that was trained 
to crash relentlessly through the 
flanks         of any opposing lord’s 

army.They have fallen from their 
place of prestige, their pale, sickened mares 
carrying them like Deathly specters into 
combat once more. 

Still lingering to 
their memories of 
war, these battle-
scarred veterans 
charge fearlessly 
into the melee 

once more. 
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DREAD 
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The Dread Necromancer is a 
fiendish entity that retains some 
intelligence and an inexplicable control 
over both the shambling dead and the 
strange and eerie dreadlights that shine 
in the deepest parts of the Dreadmire. 

Whomever this dark entity was in 
life is unknown, but with its grasp 
on dark and arcane powers, some 
believe it was once a counselor or 
battle-wizard to a long-forgotten 
king.
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CORPSE CART

The Corpse Cart is a dreaded thing, plodding through the Deadmire as it 
plucks up the bodies of the dead and the living alike. 

It’s unknown how this creature came to be, but those lucky enough to 
survive an encounter with it compare the creature to the corpse carts in the 
days of war, piled high with the bodies of the dead.
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HRODR, 
THE CRIPPLE

Hrodr appears to be an undead giant, 
a mindless, one-eyed wretched thing, 
plagued by an endless list of maladies. 

Tales conflict about what Hrodr was in 
life. Some say it was a giant, captured 
by a king and forced into servitude as a 
war machine. Others say it was a circus 
beast, mocked and ridiculed for the 
entertainment of royal guests. Still 
others say it was the twisted, 
malformed offspring of a wicked 
lord, who hid it the dungeons 
to hide it from the world out of 
shame and spite.

One thing is clear. Whatever Hrodr 
was in life, it lives now in eternal 
suffering, its broken and malformed 
legs and tied to a shoddy wooden cart, 
while its crumpled hands are tied 
down with heavy stone 
bricks.
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